About Film-Ed Field Trips

Field Trip screenings make the full Film Festival experience available to NYC schools through specially curated film programs, audience voting, post-screening discussions and Q&As led by a Festival educator.

The experience provides students with valuable tools in media literacy and promotes cross-cultural awareness.

Teachers are provided with pre-visit and post-visit discussion guides which encourage creativity and critical-thinking through vocabulary, discussion questions and activity prompts.

Venues are easily accessible by public transportation and can accommodate bus drop-off.

Total program runtime is 2 hours. Screenings are available on weekdays from 10am - 12pm.

Program is offered at no cost to Title-One Public and Charter Schools.

Programs

**Film-Ed One: Grades K-2**
Short films which rely on music, color, and clear narratives to tell stories

**Film-Ed Two: Grades 3-5**
A wide variety of film techniques with layered stories and perspectives. Some include subtitles

**Film-Ed Three: Grades 6-8**
With many diverse cultural perspectives, these films explore identity and belonging

**Girls’ POV: Grades 6-8**
Explores the trials and triumphs of girls around the world & offers a fresh take on the young female experience

**Film-Ed Spanish: Grades 3-7**
Short films in Spanish with English subtitles, curated for native speakers and dual-language learners

**Feature Films**
In English with strong social-justice themes, or in a foreign language for second-language learners

Get in touch
education@nyicff.org
212-349-0330

www.nyicff.org/education